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Central California Cage Bird Club

The Newsletter is Now
on Our Website

MAY
Meeting Notes

Thanks to Stephen Fairman the
club’s webmaster. our Newsletter is
now available on our website To
view it, please go to

Aviary Tour

www.geocities.com/cccbc1
Please see details on page 4
We certainly appreciate
Stephen’s efforts on behalf of our
club. He has been our Webmaster for quite a while now, but not
many of us were familiar with the
website. Stephen is making
some changes, such as finding a
better server venue for our newsletter. He also does the same
service for one or two other bird
clubs. Thank you Stephen for all
your work. Hopefully, more and
more of us will become computer
savvy and start to take advantage
of viewing the Newsletter on the
web.

Newsletter Date

JUNE 2007
Volume 6

In May, we met at Sherry &
Gary Fisher’s home and
were treated to delicious
snacks (which lots of people
brought) and we toured her
Aviary and breeding operation. We then caravanned
over to Richard’s place in Escalon for our second tour,.
There we were shown one of
the largest and most interesting aviaries in the area
(maybe the world!) . We will
have photos at our next meeting. We had three people
taking pictures and got lots!
Way too many to put in the
newsletter. You can also ask
for copies of any you like.
Please try to come to the
meeting on the 24th to see
this unique aviary. We tried
to get a head count, but it was
like trying to count a cage full
of canaries. We are sure we
had at least 30 people. It was
such a lovely setting, ,, what a
treat.
Terese Davis
Pres.

CCCBC Established in 1933
As a Parakeet Club which has
evolved over the years as we
know it today.
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What is a bird? Hookbill Headquar ters
Birds are my companions and my friends. I
wake to their songs and
their chattering each
morning and many days
they give me the strength
and the reason to get out
of bed and carry on with
my day. They have taught
me about love and bonding and have taught me
how to play again. Birds,
whether my own companion birds, or the hummingbirds I see outside my
window, allow me to communicate with other people and make new friends
in a way I could not do
before.
birdylove@anglefire.com

Treasurer’s Report
Our bank balance is now
standing at $4,068.82. We
have received dues from most
members, and will be sending
out a letter to get the rest of the
members caught up. If you
joined at the Oct. Bird Show, you
are paid
through 2007.
Sherry Fisher
Treasurer

$

On Raising Happy Hookers

Newsletter

Janna Place

Historical Fact:

Pavlov hand fed baby birds who began screaming for food at
the ding of the microwave. What else could it be? We know he didn’t have cats
of the story would feature a can opener.
Personally, I think he had a cockatiel. There is nothing quite as endearing as
the sweet keening of a baby cockatiel when she senses the cook is heating the
soup. The microwave dings and the shrieking begins. It is often answered by
other cockatiels who live behind closed doors up and down the block. I wonder
if Pavlov, too, tried to keep a low profile in the neighborhood? Times this by
four (or more) feedings a day and it’s clear why he kept dogs in the lab – they
only eat once a day; twice tops.
On the other hand, he might have been captivated by the bright, curious, teasing eyes of a baby lovebird. I think there’s a phrase: Impatience, thy name is
Lovebird – isn’t that how it goes? These guys, too, respond to the boiling water
and the doorbell. You can’t pour food in fast enough. We feed ours from a ¼
teaspoon with the sides bent up. It’s much too small once the bird has feathered, but we continue to use it to force the bird to breathe between bites.
But, still, those little wings flap impatiently and those intense black eyes rivet
on the spoon. When their crops bulge they slide their little heads under the
feeding hand as if it were a mom bird’s wing. Yeah, Pavlov definitely learned
the routine from Lovebirds.
Unless he had a budgie. Not everybody realizes there are two types of
budgie: the American and the larger English version. They are genetically
identical; the English were bred for show, but ended up with a different look,
softer feathers and better table manners. They are English, after all.
All budgies begin very small. I hold them under a bright light to hand feed so I
can more clearly see their beak. So – all it takes to set them off is the ding of a
microwave and a study lamp. They have a family chat before every meal and
enjoy eating together around the washcloth. I serve their food in condiment
dishes and they group together, two or three per place. The Americans often
get so excited they plunge their whole faces into food and suck it up in one big
breath. The English are never this messy but I’ve known them to join the crew
when a mate needs a clean-up
Yeah, Pavlov might have learned from a budgie. He was a science guy; he
certainly had a study lamp!
Janna Place
Raising Happy
Hookers
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On The Lighter Side
A pair of chickens walk up to the circulation desk at a public library and
say, 'Buk Buk BUK.' The librarian decides that the chickens desire three
books, and gives them the books...and the chickens leave shortly thereafter. Around midday, the two chickens return to the circulation desk quite
vexed and say,' Buk Buk BuKKOOK!' The librarian decides that the chickens desire another three books and hands them over. The chickens leave
as before. The two chickens return to the library in the early afternoon, approach the librarian, looking very annoyed and say, 'Buk Buk Buk Buk Bukkooook!' The librarian is now a little suspicious of these chickens. She
gives them what they request, and decides to follow them. She followed
them out of the library, out of the town, and to a park. At this point, she hid
behind a tree, not wanting to be seen. She saw the two chickens throwing
the books at a frog in a pond, to which the frog was saying, "Rrredit Rrredit
Rrredit..."

nyff
n
Fucbc stu
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She Poured Fabric softener in our Bath Again!
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Danny Minuzzo

European Goldfinch

submitted this
Photograph
The Goldfinch or European Goldfinch
(Carduelis carduelis) is a small passerine bird in the finch family.

It breeds across Europe, north Africa,
and western and central Asia, in open,
partially wooded lowlands.

It is resident in the milder west of its
range, but migrates from colder regions. It will also make local movements, even in the west, to escape bad
weather. It is a rare vagrant to eastern
North America;.
One was photographed on a bird
feeder in Michigan in 2005.
Taken from this web site

http://www.ivnvechtplassen.org/ivn_vogels_stad_dorp/

COLOR copy will be on Display at the Next Club Meeting.

How do you prefer to receive your Newsletter
Stephen Fairman, our Webmaster has placed the CCCBC Newsletter on our website and
is now available in Abode Acrobat format.
What this means is you can option to have it sent to your e-mail address, receive a paper copy or you will be able to view the entire Newsletter in Color on the web. The Acrobat file is
aprox. a 2 to 4 Mega Byte File, depending on Newsletter content. Make sure your e-mail can handle a file this large, if you choose the e-mail option. Another option is to read the newsletter directly
on our website or download it to your computer if you desire. {This may be the easiest and fastest}
Anyone interested please Contact Jim Carter
Or Contact Terese Davis
Adobe Acrobat reader is free on the web at
Click on

jdc100@sbcglobal.net Phone (209) 996-6615

tmacd869@sbcglobal.net Phone (209) 247-3206
http://www.adobe.com

to Download

To view this months newsletter, place www.geocities.com/cccbc1 in your web browser address bar.
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GOT FINCH?
Linda Brown
Jeepers Peepers Aviary

Shipping Birds
Why limit ourselves to selling birds to local customers only? When someone from another state calls and inquires
about your birds, close that sale, ship the order and broaden your customer base. At first it may feel intimidating
to even consider shipping, but once you’ve done it a time or two, you’ll realize that it is no big deal at all!
While there are people who mail birds via USPS, we don’t recommend it because the birds are usually in transit
longer with more unknowns than we are willing to risk. In addition, in Oregon, [You’ll need to check your state’s
regulations.] it is legal to mail chickens, doves, quail and the like, but canaries and finches are not on the approved
list. We’ve heard that Fed Ex may be changing their policy sometime soon, allowing the shipment of live animals.
We are hopeful and look forward to this opportunity as it will cut the cost of shipping dramatically and the timing
and handling should be comparable to shipping via commercial airlines. Until that happens, we will continue to
use the airlines and as we ship birds most every week, I thought you might be interested in knowing a little about
how we do it.

Method of Travel
We use Delta, Northwest, and Alaska Airlines along with their companion carriers. For years, Delta has offered
the best ticket value and in Oregon at least, requires no vet certificate. In addition, we have found that the crews
working Monday through Fridays provide more experienced service over the weekend staff. Therefore, we ship
weekdays and use Delta whenever they fly to an airport our customer requests.
When we have an order to ship, we simply call the freight cargo phone number of the airline we plan to use and
arrange a flight. The freight cargo agent will need the pertinent information which will include the dimensions,
weight and content of the shipping crate we will use. We usually ship freight collect as the customer most often
covers this cost. In addition we always purchase flight insurance to cover 100% of the shipment value. Once the
arrangements are set, we are given the finalized flight information with a confirmation number which we pass
along to our customer. The agent will then advise us of the time (deadline) we must have the shipment at their
counter in order to make the flight.
The birds are held in the same pressurized cargo hold of the airplane as are dogs and other animals. Over the
years our many shipments in and shipments out, have arrived just fine. Rarely have the birds ever experienced
any problems due to being shipped. I will say however, that there was a time when a shipment to us arrived with
no waters provided. We learned that this was not an accident by the shipper. He said he always ships them without water as they are zebra finches from the deserts of Australia, and they do just fine for days without water.
While this is true, and we didn’t lose any birds in that order, our best recommendation is to provide water
every time.

-Housing
There are crates, (aka: cartons, boxes, and containers, etc.) specifically designed for shipping birds and can be
ordered for as little as $10. They are constructed from heavy duty corrugated cardboard and come in a variety of
designs and sizes. We do a large volume of shipping, and while we sometimes use the corrugated shipping crates,
we most often use wooden crates built basically the same way and can be screwed together to accommodate fairly
large orders. Once an order is completed, we simply have the customer ship the empty wooden crate back to us.
The customer probably wouldn’t have use for the crate anyway. By getting it back we can clean it up for reuse.
(Continued on page 6)
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GOT FINCH? (Cont.)
(Continued from page 5)

For the occasional shipper, the corrugated crate is ideal. Remember to discuss the shipping container upfront so
that your customer is aware of any crate charges that you might add to their order.

-Housing (CONT.)
Corrugated or wood, purchased or homemade, we prefer crates designed with the top edges slanted inward 3-6
inches. This slanted edge is outfitted with plenty of screening for ventilation. The slant allows for the air to circulate should the crates and containers shift in transit. The crates described here are well constructed and strong
enough to hold up should other items get stacked on top. In addition to the slant, we also prefer the compartmentalized wooden variety with a sliding panel on the back. The compartments can be very useful for organizing,
sexing, and segregating the birds and also benefits the customer when unpacking the crate. I’m sure there are
crates available to suit anyone’s needs and of course, those of you with the time and the tools can design and make
your own wooden crates quite easily.
This “Mini” is just one example of a Horizon shipping crate that is of the corrugated
material mentioned above. It is lightweight, sturdy and includes the filters required by
USPS should you decide to go that route, but are also excellent for airline shipping as
well. We use them from time to time for our smaller orders.

NOTE: Our homemade wooden versions are similar in shape, are larger and have several compartments running from front to back. There is just one slanted edge and the
straight edge we’ve designed on our crates, has a sliding panel that allows more choices
for separation if needed and we can fill one section at a time.

Both compartments are outfitted with perches and water cups. Laying down newspaper
aids clean up at the customer end and as we often ask the customer to mail back the
empty crate, it arrives to us cleaner for reuse. If this is agreeable, we charge no crate
fee.
Wad up paper towels, stuff into cups to help keep the water from sloshing out. Remember to add seed, millet and fruit to the floor of the crate before closing it up. Load the
birds through the round opening at both ends of the crate. Seal with the round white
plastic lid and tape shut.

Shipping Day
We ready the cleaned crate first by installing adequate perches for the number of birds being shipped which give
them a more comfortable ride. We glue down the number of water cups needed for the shipment. Our water cups
are specifically designed for shipping with fitted foam sponges which help prevent water loss. (We wad up paper
towels and stuff them into the cup below the sponge.) After securing the water cups, we cover the floor of the
crate with the appropriate seed mix and millet sprays. We often add apple slices or cucumber slices, both being
(Continued on page 7)
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GOT FINCH? (Cont.)
(Continued from page 6)

additional sources of fluids for the birds. Some shippers use the fruit in place of water, but we do both. Depending on the specie(s), we add whatever we can to the crate to make the journey more comfortable for the birds.
There are times of the year when the airlines refuse to take birds due to extremes in temperature, but even when
there is no restriction and it is a bit on the cold side for the finches, we will also glue down Hotties hand warmers
which keep the crate more comfortable.
Now that the crate is ready, we hold off on packing the birds as long as we can. We are careful however, not to
cut it so close that we miss the deadline at the airlines freight cargo office. At this point it’s time to complete the
paperwork for the crate. We write the customer’s ship to information including two (if possible) phone numbers
for them on the face of an envelope where we will enclose a copy of the invoice. We also enclose any other bird
information the customer might need, such as an instruction sheet outlining the importance of providing OPEN
WATER for a transitional period of time, as well as housing lighting and diet information concerning the birds.
We write: “INFO ENCLOSED” on the envelope to ensure that the customer doesn’t overlook the contents inside.
Remember to include your info and your phone number so that the customer can easily call and advise you of the
bird’s arrival. We tape this to the crate to protect it using clear shipping tape over the entire surface of the envelope.
It is very important that the flight arrangements are such that the birds are crated up for the shortest time possible. Because most of our shipments are planned carefully to arrive on the same day they are shipped, the stress
factor for the birds is lessened. This cuts way down on the conditions that could otherwise become problematic.
We believe that this thoughtful consideration for the birds has a great deal to do with our shipping success. As
the time to depart for the airport approaches, and with the crate ready, it’s time to catch up the birds, load-emup, and move-em-out!

Final Announcements
With the birds all packed up and with our end of the paperwork completed, we head to the airport and arrive at
the freight cargo office with a comfortable allowance of time in advance of the deadline. (Remember that the
deadline is currently two hours prior to departure time.) There we present the shipment to the freight cargo
agent who finalizes the paperwork and then gives us the airway bill. Because of our detailed preparation, we are
confident that the birds will have the best chance possible to arrive at their new home in good condition. All that
is left to do, (and it is mandatory as far as we’re concerned) is call the customer and advise them that the birds
are UP, UP, and AWAY!

UPDATE 6-6-07: The “Mini” by Horizon is discontinued. The Quail Box suitable for finches and canaries will be
on the market at under $10 each later this fall. Per George @ Horizon, a picture of it will be posted soon
@www.hm-e.net
Horizon ph # is: 800/443-2498. When it does become available, contact JEDDS @ 800/659-5928 or jedds.com for
purchase.
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C.C.C.B.C. Newsletter Personal ads
Patricia’s Pet Setting—Able to care for the

Madagascar mannikin

entire aviary while you are away, or come in and
help with chores. Finches to Amazons—Love ‘em
all.

Similar to a shaft tail, [a little smaller]
$60. or Trade
Call Rick. Dorr (209) 575-3247

(Other pets also of course)
Call: (209) 968-2129

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Lady Gouldians
Call Sherry Fisher

40 Society Finches $ 10.00 Ea.

call LEO Gomes

(209) 847-0700

Sherry’s Canaries

(209) 449-7725 Cell

(209) 599-8580 Home

Personal ads (like these) are free to members. Sometimes members would like to trade birds, to vary the bloodlines, rather than just selling them.
Let the newsletter staff (Jim Carter, Terese Davis or Janna Place) know if you would like to place an ad or if the ad should be removed.

ZEBRA FINCHES...Big, robust birds. Most are
closed banded, 2005 & 2006.
Normals and Black Cheek splits. $15.00-$20.00 each,
discounts if you take 4 or more.

Pair of

Lizard Canaries

banded 2007, lots of color
$200. or Offer a Trade
Call Rick Dorr (209) 575-3247

Chryse Seeman, 209 838-2466

I’m looking for a female Star Finch. Anyone
have one available? I’m also looking for some
open bands for finches, size D or E. Please call
John Dejong at 669-1727
FINCH ZONE— Quality Finches at reasonable
prices. Many varieties and colors to choose from.

Cages —- New and used.

Please contact MARTIN RAMIREZ

Large selection, all sizes. Reasonable Prices. I just need to clear out some space.

Phone: (209) 538-6897

call LEO Gomes

Please Visit our WEB Site www.finchzone.com

(209) 449-7725 Cell

Cockatiel

(209) 599-8580 Home

English budgies and American mixes

Hand raised, amazingly tame, cinnamon baby girl. many interesting colors, including a white one and a purLovely and snuggly.
ple one.. $5-30.00. Membership discounts available.
Call 862-3792

Contact Janna at 862-3792.
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2007 Event Calendar - San Jose Bird Mart Events

5001 Great American Parkway

San Jose Bird Marts are held on Sundays from 9am-3pm in California, and are shown in blue.
If anyone would like to submit a Bird Mart or show, please contact us

*San Jose Bird Mar t Events
Jul. 29
Sept 16
Oct. 21
Nov. 18

Win a chance for early admission! Free Parking. Win a $50 shopping spree. Adults: $8 ($7 with coupon). Kids under 12: Free
Win a chance for early admission! Win a shopping spree up to $100!
Adults: $7 ($6 with coupon). Kids under 12: Free
Free admission to the first 20 adult entrants! Win a $75 shopping spree!
Adults $7 ($6 with coupon). Kids under 12: Free
Win a chance for early admission! Win a $100 shopping spree.
Adults: $7 ($6 with coupon). Kids under 12: Free
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Show ca talog deadline
The deadline for the 2007 CCCBC show in October will be the August Meeting date. [Aug 19]
This is earlier than in years past, but as I am new at this job, I would like some extra time to put together a nice catalog. Please start thinking about your ad and how you want it to appear in the catalog. Also, it is not too early to start asking other clubs, businesses (animal related and others) to
place an ad in the catalog.
We need everyone to help gather ads and support for our club.
Help has been offered (ad set up) for those of you who have not advertised in earlier editions of
the catalog. We can assist with your ad, even if you have advertised before. This is a good avenue
to get the word out about your birds, business or just to support the show and club.
Let’s all “pitch in”
We will not be photo copying old ads from previous catalogs as they seem to be getting pretty
“ragged”. If you have an ad that you have used in the past, please submit it in the original form at
the August meeting.
For best results, please present your ad in black and white form.
Suggested rates for catalog advertising: Board will decide on rates soon.
Full page………...$40.00
One half page…..$25.00
1/4 page………....$15.00
Business card…. .$10.00
Payments for ads must be received prior to printing: 9/10/07
Prices are the same for both members and all other interested parties. It’s the same cost for the
club to print the catalog. (However members do get big breaks on other stuff.)
Chryse Seeman
Assistant Show Manager
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YOUR AD HERE…………………..

Ad Rates : Business Card $5.00 per year for Member, $10.00 for

Non member
1/4 Page $30.00 per year for Member, $40.00 for
Non member
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